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Abstract

We introduce private information and divorce in a standard search and matching

model of marriage without transfers. Forming a marriage allows agents to �nd out

about each other's types, and then decide whether to incur the cost of divorce and

re-enter the market or to save the divorce cost and remain in the marriage for the

lifetime. We show that informative pre-marriage cheap talk communication (dating)

can decrease marriage rate and at the same time increase the divorce rate. This is

because the parties can partially reveal private information about each other through

communication, which makes them more selective in their marriage decision. At the

same time communication improves the future prospects after divorce, which makes

the parties more willing to end less desirable marriages. In the main model with two

types, when both a steady state equilibrium with dating and divorce and a babbling

equilibrium with no divorce exist, the high type is better o� with dating and divorce

and the low type is worse o�. Both the coexistence of the two steady states and the

welfare comparison extend to a model with a continuum of types on both sides of the

market.
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1 Introduction

In most of the literature on search and matching, �nding a partner is a time-consuming

search process, but each party obtains complete information about their counterpart and

the value of the match as soon as they meet (Burdett and Coles, 1997; Shimer and Smith,

2000). However, in reality often the only way to �nd out whether the match is right is

through forming a match, even if temporarily. This paper investigates the e�ect of this

friction in learning about match properties. In particular, we introduce private information

about one's own type that persists at the time when the parties initially meet in the search

market.

In this set-up, we investigate two issues that have been largely overlooked in the existing

search and matching literature. The �rst issue is strategic communication. When the meeting

parties possess private information about own characteristics that jointly determines the

quality of their match, they can engage in cheap talk communication a la Crawford and

Sobel (1982) prior to taking a decision whether or not to get married. We may think of such

strategic communiation as �dating.�

The second issue is endogenous breakup. As long as cheap talk communication does not

perfectly reveal all relevant private information, marriage is a gamble that may or may not

work out, and so both or just one of the parties may wish to divorce. Hence, unlike in much of

the existing literature on search and matching, in this paper we study an endogenous divorce

decision. Spei�cally, this decision is made based on what the two people in a marriage have

learned about each other, as well as on their future market prospects after the divorce. When

there is a cost to divorce, it will also be part of the consideration.

To highlight the main issues, we construct the simplest model where strategic commu-

nication and endogenous breakup interact with each other. We assume that the parties

privately known types are �vertical,� in that all market participants have the same ranking

over their partners' types. Particularly, a �high� type is more attractive than a �low� type

to all participants on the opposite side of the market. Since no private information about

match types is revealed before marriage, the marriage decision is based on the pre-marital

cheap talk messages only. Further, we assume that the private information about match
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types is revealed completely after the �rst period of the marriage, rather than gradually

during the marriage. This implies that in a steady-state equilibrium, divorce is a one-time

decision made by the married couple after the �rst period of marriage.

One of our main results shows that informative pre-marriage strategic communication

does not necessarily reduce the divorce rate. This is so because informative strategic com-

munication has two opposing e�ects. On the one hand, to the extent that pre-marriage

communication is informative about the types of the parties who have met on the market,

they will be more selective in their marriage decisions. This naturally reduces the incidence

of unstable marriages in which high types are married to low types, and tends to lower the di-

vorce rate. On the other hand, precisely because pre-marriage communication is informative,

high types have better prospects of matching with high types in the future. Consequently, so

long as pre-marriage communication is imperfect, high types are more willing to divorce low

types. We show that the second e�ect of imperfect but informative pre-marriage strategic

communication can outweigh the �rst e�ect, resulting in a higher divorce rate in a steady

state equilibrium.

In the absence of strategic communication, the divorce rate is low when the divorce cost

is su�ciently high. In this case, both the high type and the low type are unwilling to divorce

a marriage partner of low type at the end of the �rst period, since future matching is random

and no one reveals any information about their type before the marriage. Thus, there is a

steady state equilibrium without informative communication (babbling) and no divorce. Yet,

at the same time, there is another steady state equilibrium in which the high type truthfully

reveals itself before marriage and the low type randomizes between telling the truth and

lying about her type, while the high type randomizes between keeping and divorcing a low-

type partner. In contrast to the �rst steady state equilibrium with babbling and no divorce,

in this second steady state equilibrium some meetings do not result in a marriage, as the

high type rejects anyone who admits to be a low type, and at the same time some marriages

between di�erent types end up in a costly divorce, which ensures that the low type does not

always lie.

The increase in the divorce rate across most societies and cultures in modern times has

often been attributed to the reduction in the cost of divorce. So, this paper provides a
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counterpoint showing that an increase in the divorce rate may have instead resulted from

greater ease of dating and the willingness to engage in meaningful discussion of possible

marriage.

Interpolating our logic a little further, our results suggest that when social norms change

from arranged marriages to dating, the prospects of �nding the right partner improve suf-

�ciently to make the parties in bad marriages more willing to divorce. This interpretation

make sense when privately known type involves traits other than wealth or social class that

are easily observable. Examples of such private type that is more di�cult to observe but is

at the same time vertical include temperament, cooperativeness, empathy and health status.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we set up the basic model

with two types. In section 3, we explore the su�cient conditions for the existence of both a

steady state equilibrium with babbling and no divorce and a steady state equilibrium with

informative pre-marriage communication and divorce. We establish that these equilibria

coexist for a range of parameter values, and whenever they do, the high type is better o�

with dating and divorce than with babbling and no divorce, while the opposite is true for the

low type. In section 4, we study other stationary and non-stationary equilibria, and show

how marriage mechanisms can improve the equilibrium payo�s. Section 5 extends the basic

model to allow for horizontal di�erentiation, idiosyncratic shocks, and continuous types, and

demonstrates the robustness of our insight that informative pre-marriage communication

can make the marriage more selective yet at the same time increase the divorce rate. In the

continuous-type extension we restrict the match payo� to depend only on the partner's type

as in Burdett and Coles (1997), and construct a steady state equilibrium with two cheap talk

messages and two �classes� de�ned by permanent marriages and payo�s, with the lower class

divided further into three subclasses who follow di�erent strategies in their communication

strategies. In this equilibrium almost all types follow pure strategy. Yet, there is both a

selectivity in marriage, as some matches are not concluded, and divorce on the equilibrium

path. When this equilibrium coexists with a babbling equilibrium with no divorce, all types

in the top class are better o� in the equilibrium with dating and divorce, and all types in

the second class are worse o�.
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2 Model

We study an in�nite-horizon dynamic matching market between men and women with no

transfers. There is a unit measure of both men and women. The two sides of the market are

assumed to be entirely symmetric for simplicity. Time is discrete. All agents are risk-neutral,

and have the same per-period discount factor β.

In each period, the participating men and women are randomly paired with each other.

The meeting probability is equal to one for each participant. So, the discount factor β

re�ects all search frictions in this market. Each man and woman has one of two types, H or

L, which they observe privately. When a man and a woman meet, they do not observe each

other's type. Instead, they send costless messages to each other and then independently and

simultaneously decide whether or not to marry. If at least one of them refuses to marry, the

two agents wait for the market to open in the next period. If both decide to marry, each

receives a match value that depends on both of their types in each period for as long as

they stay in the marriage, as speci�ed in detail below. They also learn each other's type in

the �rst marriage period, at the end of which they decide independently and simultaneously

whether or not to stay married or to divorce. If they both decide to keep the marriage after

the �rst period, they leave the market. If at least one of them decides to divorce at the end

of the period, each incur a divorce cost δ > 0 and rejoins the market in the next period.1

There is an in�ow of new participants in each period.

Next, let us specify the details of the payo� structure. As mentioned above, an agent's

type is drawn from the set {H,L}. In section 5.3, we extend our model and allow a continuum

of types on both sides. The match values for the two matched agents depend only on their

types. Particularly, for any T, T ′ ∈ {H,L}, the match values for a couple with types T and

T ′ is νTT ′ to type T and νT ′T to type T ′. 2 Throughout the paper, we make the following

1Given our focus on steady state equilibria with stationary payo�, it is without loss of generality to assume

that the divorce decision is taken once, after the �rst period of marriage. For, if divorce is ever optimal, it

is optimal to divorce after the �rst period. Likewise, if it is not optimal to divorce after the �rst period, it

is never optimal and the parties stay married for the lifetime.

2In section 5.2, we allow for idiosyncratic shocks to the match values, including both temporary shocks

that a�ect only the values in the �rst period of the marriage, and permanent shocks that a�ect the match
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assumption:

Assumption 1 νTH > νTL > 0 for any T ∈ {H,L}.

Assumption 1 means that agents are vertically di�erentiated,3 with type H partner more

attractive than type L regardless of one's own type, and matching with type L is strictly

better than not participating in the market. For simplicity, we assume that the latter yields

a payo� of zero to any agent type.

At the same time, Assumption 1 allows an agent's value from a match with any type to

depend on the agent's own type. The payo� structure in our model is therefore more general

than in Burdett and Coles (1997) who assume that:

νHT = νLT (1)

for each T ∈ {H,L}, so that the value of a match to an agent depends only on the partner's

type.

We also make the following complementarity, or supermodularity, Assumption about the

match values:

Assumption 2 (Increasing Di�erences)

νHH − νHL > νLH − νLL.

Unlike in Shimer and Smith (2000), our Assumption 2 applies to individual match values,

rather than the joint match payo�s. Also unlike those authors, we do not allow for transfers

between the agents deciding whether to form a match. Assumption 2 (or the opposite

assumption of decreasing di�erences/submodularity), is useful in our analysis as it simpli�es

the conditions for our main result, but at the same time make it harder to satisfy those

conditions.

The last parameter of our model is the fraction of type H in the replacement draw, φ,

which we assume to be exogenous, with φ ∈ (0, 1). In our analysis, we will focus on the

values after the �rst period.

3See section 5.1 for a discussion of horizontal di�erentiation.
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steady state equilibria.4 Accordingly, we let p denote the endogenous steady state fraction

of type H agents in the market.

3 Main Analysis

In this section, we �rst provide su�cient conditions for the existence of a steady state equi-

librium in which the agents do not communicate informatively before making their marriage

decisions and never choose to divorce. Next, we will provide su�cient conditions for the ex-

istence of another steady state equilibrium in which pre-marriage cheap talk communication

is informative and the divorce rate is positive after the �rst period of the marriage. The last

subsection compares the welfare in these two steady state equilibria when they co-exist.

3.1 Babbling and no divorce

In this subsection we present necessary and su�cient condition for a steady state equilibrium

in which any two agents who have met babble to each other, get married, and live happily

thereafter. This is, of course, an extreme scenario, as the entire matching population is

replaced in every period. But it serves our main point of contrasting babbling and no

divorce with informative cheap talk and divorce after the �rst marriage.

Given Assumption 1 regarding the outside option of being single, in any steady state

equilibrium with babbling and no divorce, any two agents who have met accept marriage

with probability one. So such an equilibrium exists provided that the two agents do not wish

to divorce after they �nd out each other's types during the �rst period of marriage. Clearly,

it is optimal for both types to stay marriaed with type H, because this gives the highest

possible payo� for any agent type.

Next, let UT be the payo� of a type T ∈ {H,L} agent in the proposes steady-state

equilibrium. We have:

UT =
1

1− β
(pνTH + (1− p)νTL) (2)

4In section 4.2 we o�er a brief discussion of the robustness of our main result when the fraction of the

high types in the population is �xed.
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To understand (2), note that type T agent earns an expected payo� (pνTH + (1− p)νTL) in

the �rst period and every period thereafter since she stays married for the lifteme. The net

present value of this payo� stream is then obtained by multiplying the per-period expected

payo� by 1
1−β . Note that UT is independent of the divorce cost δ since there is no divorce in

this equilibrium. We then have:

Proposition 1 The steady state equilibrium with babbling and no divorce exists if and only

if, for each T ∈ {H,L},
1− β
β

δ ≥ φ(νTH − νTL). (3)

Proof. For type T ∈ {H,L} to keep the marriage with type L after the �rst period, it is

necessary and su�cient that
β

1− β
νTL ≥ βUT − δ.

Combining this inequality with the expression for UT in (2), and noting that p = φ in

the proposed steady state yields (3). Moreover, since all match values are all positive by

Assumption 1), UT ≥ 0 for all T . So, it is optimal for agents to agree to marry anyone they

meet.

Condition (3) requires the divorce cost δ to be su�ciently high that no type wishes to

divorce type L, given that after the divorce this type expects to randomly meet and marry

an agent from the other side. From this condition it is easy to see that the steady state

equilibrium with babbling and no divorce is more likely to exist if per-period marginal value

of marrying a high type, νTH − νTL, is low for any type T ∈ {H,L}, the discount factor β

is low (the search friction is high), and the exogenous fraction φ of type H agents in the

replacement population is low implying that the chance of meeting a high type partner is

low.

In the special case when the match value depends only on the partner's type (νHT = νLT ),

condition (3) is the same for types H and L. On the other hand, under Assumption 2

(increasing di�erence), if condition (3) holds for T = H, then it holds for T = L.

Of course, in the decreasing di�erence case, when the opposite of Assumption 2 holds,

the necessary and su�cient condition for the equilibrium with babbling and no divorve is
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that (3) holds for T = L. Thus, to the extent that the equilibrium with babbling and no

divorce requires (3) to hold for both types, one can say that either strong supermodularity

or strong submodularity makes it harder for such equilibrium to exist.

3.2 Informative talk and divorce

In this subsection we study a steady state equilibrium in which, upon meeting, the agents

exchange informative cheap talk messages about their types and, if they get married, divorce

with a positive probability. We consider a binary message space that includes two cheap talk

messages: a high message (�my type is H�) and a low message (�my type is L�).

In this steady-state equilibriium the agents follow the following strategy pro�le σCD(m, k) =

(σCDH (k), σCDL (m)), where σCDH (k) (σCDL (m)) is the strategy of type H (L):

Message strategy. Type H sends the high message with probability 1. Type L sends

the high message with probability m ∈ (0, 1) and the low message with probability 1−m.

Marriage Strategy. An agent's decision to accept or reject marriage depends on the

agent's type, and the messages exchanged between the agent and the meeting partner. Specif-

ically, after sending a high message (on the equilibrium path) type H agent accepts with

probability 1 anyone who has sent the high message, and rejects with probability 1 anyone

who has sent the low message after himself or herself has sent the high message. After

sending a low message (o� the equilibrium path), type H rejects everyone.

Type L agent accepts marriage with probability one independently of the messages ex-

changed.5

Keep-Divorce Decision. Both types keep (do not divorce) type H partner with proba-

bility one. Type L keeps type L partner with probability one. Type H keeps type L partner

with probability k ∈ (0, 1).

This strategy pro�le σCD(m, k) has several notable features. First, since type L random-

izes between messages, a high message is informative but does not identify the sender's type

for sure. Second, the two types make di�erent accept-reject decisions after sending the high

message: type H accepts to marry only those who sent a high message, while type L agrees

5Thus, type L marries with probability 1 after sending the high message. After sending the low message

he or she is rejected whenever the meeting partner is of type H.
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to marry irrespective of the partner's message. Third, although type H refuses to marry

anyone who has sent the low message and thus self-identi�ed as type-L agent, after the

�rst period of marriage type H keeps the marriage with type L with a positive probability.

The reason for this, as we show below, is that in our equilibrium the probability of meeting

another type H agent in the future is high enough for type H to reject an identi�ed low

type before marriage, but is not too high to justify the divorce cost when type H is already

married to type L. Finally, the keep-divorce decision of any type does not depend on the

messages exchanged before marriage, implying that our equilibrium is Markov.

Let us now compute the the expected life-time payo�s that the agents obtain in the

putative equilibrium with the strategy pro�le σCD(m, k). The expected payo� of a type H

agent, IH , is given by:

IH =
p

1− β
νHH + (1− p) (m(νHL − δ + βIH) + (1−m)βIH) .

which can be solved to yield:

IH =
p

(1− β)(1− (1− p)β)
νHH +

1− p
1− (1− p)β

(m(νHL − δ)) . (4)

The equation (4) is based on the premise that type H divorces a type L partner. If

the strategy pro�le σCD(m, k) constiutes an equilibrium, then type H must be indi�erent

between keeping and divorcing type L partner. So, we must also have:

IH =
δ

β
+

1

1− β
νHL. (5)

Equating the right-hand sides of (4) and (5) gives our �rst necessary condition for the

existence of an equilibrium with informative talk and divorce:

p

(1− β)(1− (1− p)β)
νHH +

1− p
1− (1− p)β

(m(νHL − δ)) =
δ

β
+

1

1− β
νHL. (6)

Next, let IL be the expected steady-state payo� of a type L agent induced by σCD(m, k).

We have:

IL = p

(
k

1− β
νLH + (1− k)(νLH − δ + βIL)

)
+

1− p
1− β

νLL, (7)

which can be solved for IL to yield:

IL =
1

1− (1− k)pβ

(
pk

1− β
νLH + p(1− k)(νLH − δ) +

1− p
1− β

νLL

)
. (8)
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Equation (8) is based on the premise that type L sends high message. If the strategy

pro�le σCD(m, k) is an equilibrium, then type L must be indi�erent between the two mes-

sages. So (s)he must also earn IL by sending the low message, after which she gets married

for lifetime with probability 1 if her/his meeting partner happens to be of type L and is

rejected with probability 1 if her partner happens to be of type H. Thus, we must have:

IL = pβIL +
1− p
1− β

νLL,

which can be rewritten as:

IL =
1− p

(1− β)(1− pβ)
νLL. (9)

Equating the right-hand sides of (8) and (9) yields the following necessary condition for

equilibrium:

(1− k)δ =

(
k

1− β
+ 1− k

)
νLH −

1− p
1− β

kβ

1− pβ
νLL. (10)

Further, for any given exogenous fraction φ ∈ (0, 1) of type H in the replacement popu-

lation, the endogenous fraction p of type H in the steady state when the agents use strategy

pro�le σCD(m, k) satis�es:

p = p2φ+ (1− p)2φ+ p(1− p)(1 + (2φ− 1)mk),

which can be rewritten as follows:

p = φ− p(1− p)(2φ− 1)(1−mk). (11)

Note that, besides φ, p depends only on the product mk because, under σCD(m, k), pairs

of homogenous agents (H,H or L,L) leave the market with probability 1, while a pair of

heterogenous agents (H,L or L,H) leaves the market with probability mk (i.e., when type

L sends high message and type H does not divorce her).

The unique solution for p ∈ (0, 1) to (11) when mk = 0 is given by:

π(φ) =

√
φ√

φ+
√

1− φ
. (12)

It is easy to verify that π(φ) increases in φ, with π(1
2
) = 1

2
, and π(φ) < φ if and only if φ > 1

2
.
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For any mk ∈ (0, 1), there is a unique solution p ∈ (0, 1) to (11) and this solution lies

between φ and π(φ). If φ > 1
2
(φ < 1

2
), this solution increases (decreases) from π(φ) when

mk = 0 to φ when mk = 1.6

Note that when mk = 0, the replacement population is minimal (since the number of

permanent marriages is the smallest) but causes the greatest departure of the steady steady

type distribution from the exogenous fraction φ of type H in the replacement. Whenmk > 0,

there is an additional replacement of heterogeneous couples which brings the steady state

fraction of type H in the search population closer to φ.

Thus, in a seteady-state equilibrium with informative communication and divorce the

triple (p,m, k) must be such that (6), (10) and (11) hold. Our �rst result shows that these

conditions in combination with a restriction on divorce cost δ are necessary and su�cient

for the existence of such equilibrium.

Lemma 1 A steady-state equilibrium with informative communication and divorce in which

the agents use the strategy pro�le σCD(m, k) and which is characterized by a triple (p,m, k) ∈

(0, 1)3, exists if and only if δ ≥ νHL, δ > νLH , and the triple (p,m, k) satis�es equations (6),

(10) and (11).

Proof. �Only if� part.

We already know that equations (6), (10) and (11) must hold in the equilibrium with

strategy pro�le σCD(m, k) and steady state fraction p of type H. Let us show that conditions

δ ≥ νHL and δ > νLH are also necessary for the existence of this equilibrium. The proof is

by contradiction. So, suppose that δ < νHL. Then type H agent has the following pro�table

6When φ = 1
2 , the right-hand side of (11) is equal to 1

2 for any value of mk. For any φ > 1
2 and

1 > mk > 0, the right-hand side of equation (11) is strictly smaller than φ so p < φ, and is strictly greater

than π(φ) for any p ≥ π(φ). To see the latter note the following:

φ− p(1− p)(2φ− 1)(1−mk) > φ− p(1− p)(2φ− 1) ≥ φ− π(φ)(1− π(φ))(2φ− 1) = π(φ),

where the last inequality holds because p > π(φ) and, by (12), π(φ) > 1
2 . Thus, for any mk < 1 and φ > 1

2 ,

equation (11) maps the interval [π(φ), φ] of values of p into the same interval. By a symmetric argument,

for any φ < 1
2 , equation (11) maps the interval [φ, π(φ)] of values of p into the same interval.
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deviation: accept to marry a partner who has sent the low message and then divorce this

partner after one period if the partner's type is low. So, we must have δ ≥ νHL.

Next, suppose that δ ≤ νLH . Combining this inequality with (10) yields νLH ≤ (1−p)β
1−pβ νLL.

But given that β < 1, this contradicts that νLH > νLL by Assumption 1. Thus, we must

have δ > νLH for (10) to hold.

�If� part.

Suppose that (p,m, k) ∈ (0, 1)3 satisfy equations (6), (10) and (11), δ ≥ νHL, and

δ > νLH . Equation (11) implies that we are in a steady-state if the agents follow the

strategy pro�le σCD(m, k). So to complete the proof, we need to show that strategy σCDH (k)

is the best response by H to σCDL (m) by L, and vice versa.

To begin, note that when the agents follow the strategy pro�le σCD(m, k) and (6), (10)

hold, the expected life-time payo�f IH of type H satis�es both (4) and (5), and the expected

life-time payo�f IL of type L satis�es both (8) and (9).

Now, consider the strategy σCDH (k) of type H.

(i)-H: The keep-divorce strategy of type H. It is optimal for H to keep a type H partner

because doing so gives her the highest possible payo�. Also, by equation (5), type H is

indi�erent between keeping a type L partner and divorcing her or him, so keeping type the

marriage with type L with probability k ∈ (0, 1) is optimal.

(ii)-H: The accept-reject strategy of type H.

If type H agent has sent the high message, then it is otimal for her to:

(a) accept a partner who has sent the high message. Indeed, the life-time payo� from

doing so is equal to:

p

(p+ (1− p)m)(1− β)
νHH +

m(1− p)
(p+ (1− p)m)(1− β)

νHL, (13)

whereas by rejecting such partner type H earns a payo� of βIH .

On the other hand, combining the equations(4) and (5). yields:

IH =
1

(1− β)(1− β(1− p)(1−m))
(pνHH +m(1− p)νHL) , (14)

Comparing (13) and (14) establishes that the payo� in (13) is greater than βIH (in fact, it

is greater than IH), so it is optimal for type H to accept marriage if both partners have sent

high messages.
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(b) reject a partner who has sent the low message. If H accepts, she gets married to a

partner of type L. So, by rejecting such marriage, type H gets the continuation payo� βIH .

Using δ ≥ νHL and equation (5) for IH yields:

βIH = δ +
β

1− β
νHL ≥

1

1− β
νHL.

Thus, H's continuation payo� from rejecting marriage with type L and going back to the

market is higher than being permanently married to type L agent, (strictly so when δ > νHL),

so it is optimal for H to reject marriage when the partner has sent a low message.

Now, suppose that the type H agent has sent the low message to her partner. By

accepting marriage type H will get married only if the partner's type is L because only type

L partner accepts marriage with anyone who sent a low message. But the argument in part

(b) above shows that type H is better o� rejecting such marriage.

(iii)-H: The message strategy of type H.

It is optimal for type H to send the high message because by doing so she earns payo�

IH . If, instead, she sends low message, she will then optimally reject marriage as shown in

part (ii), and so her payo� would be at most βIH .

Next, consider type L's strategy.

(i)-L: Keep-divorce strategy of type L. It is optimal for type L to keep marriage with type

L. Indeed, if she does so she gets a continuation payo� β
1−βνLL. By divorcing, L gets

continuation payo� βIL − δ. By equation (9)

IL =
1− p

(1− pβ)(1− β)
νLL <

1

1− β
νLL. (15)

Since δ > 0, the latter equation implies that βIL − δ < β
1−βνLL.

Since νLH > νLL, the previous argument implies that it is also optimal for type L to keep

marriage with type H partner.

(ii)-L: Accept-reject decision. Regardless of the message sent, it is optimal for type L to

accept a partner who has sent message L. This is because such partner is of type L and

will accept with probability 1. So, by accepting L obtain a payo� 1
1−βνLL which exceeds her

payo� fom rejection, βIL, according to (15)) in part (i)-L.

It is also optimal for type L to accept a partner who has sent the high message, regardless

of the message the type L sent. Rejecting the latter gives the continuation payo� of βIL.
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Accepting the partner, when the partner's type is L, gives type L a payo� equal to νLL/(1−β),

which by (15)) is greater than the continuation payo� βIL.

When the partner's type is H and that partner accepts, then by also accepting type L

gets the payo�:
k

1− β
νLH + (1− k)(νLH − δ + βIL) = βIL.

where the equality follows because both equations (8) and (9) hold. So, it is optimal for type

L to accept the partner who has sent the high message.

(iii)-L: High-low message decision. Type L is indi�erent between high and low messages

because both (8) and (9) hold.

Finally, from equation (5) we have IH > 0, and from (9) we have IL > 0. Given that the

outside option is zero, the participation condition is satis�ed.

Thus, the speci�ed strategies are best responses to each other, implying that we have a

steady-state equilibrium.

The bulk of the proof of Lemma 1 involves establishing the su�ciency part i.e., showing

that strategies σCDH (k) and σCDL (m) are best responses to each other under the conditions

of the Lemma. In particular, the conditions on divorce cost δ are needed to ensure that the

equilibrium accept-reject decision of the type H and the messaging decision of the type L are

optimal. For, type H would never refuse to marry an agent who has sent the low message if

δ < νHL. Likewise, type L would never send the low message if δ < νLH .

Equation (11) implies that we are in a steady state when the agents follow these strategies.

The conditions in Lemma 1 do not make obvious what conditions on the primitives ensure

that an equilibrium with informative communication and divorce exists. Such condition are

provided in the next Proposition.

Proposition 2 There exists a steady state equilibrium with informative talk and divorce if

the following conditions hold:

δ > max{νHL, νLH} (16)

1− β
β

δ > max{φ, π(φ)}(νHH − νHL), (17)

1− β
β

δ <
min{φ, π(φ)}

1− (1−min{φ, π(φ)})β
νHH − νHL. (18)
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Proof.

By Lemma 1, all we need to show is that under the conditions of the Proposition there

exists (p,m, k) ∈ (0, 1)2 such that (6), (10) and (11) hold.

First, let us show that, for any p, there is a k such that (10) holds. Observe that the

left-hand and the right-hand sides of (10) are linear functions of k. Since νLH > νLL by

Assumption 1, the left-hand side is strictly less than the right-hand side at k = 1. Since

δ > νLH by (16), the opposite is true at k = 0. Thus, for any p and β, there is a unique

k(p) ∈ (0, 1) s.t. (10) holds. Note that k(p) is continuous in p.

Next, consider (6). Let ∆(m, p) be the di�erence between its left-hand and right-hand

sides i.e.,

∆(m, p) =
p

(1− β)(1− (1− p)β)
νHH +

1− p
1− (1− p)β

(m(νHL − δ))−
δ

β
− 1

1− β
νHL. (19)

Since δ > νHL, ∆(m, p) is strictly decreasing in m for any p Thus, for any �xed p ∈ [0, 1],

there is unique m ∈ (0, 1) such that ∆(m, p) = 0 if

∆(1, p) < 0 < ∆(0, p).

From (19)

∆(1, p) =
1

1− (1− p)β

(
p

1− β
(νHH − νHL)− δ

β

)
.

Since νHH − νHL > 0, condition (17) implies that ∆(1, p) < 0 for any p ≤ max{φ, π(φ)}.

Next,

∆(0, p) =
p

(1− β)(1− (1− p)β)
νHH −

δ

β
− 1

1− β
νHL

Condition (18) implies that ∆(0,min{φ, π(φ)}) ≥ 0. So, since ∆(0, p) is increasing in p,

∆(0, p) > 0 for all p ≥ min{φ, π(φ)}. It follows that for any p ∈ [min{φ, π(φ)},max{φ, π(φ)}]

there is unique m(p) ∈ (0, 1) s.t. (6) holds, with m(p) continuous in p.

To summarize, for any p ∈ [min{φ, π(φ)},max{φ, π(φ)}], there is a unique pair (m(p), k(p)) ∈

(0, 1)2, continuous in p, such that type H is indi�erent between keeping and divorcing a low-

type marriage partner and type L is indi�erent between the high and the low messages.

Now, consider equation (11). Its right-hand side de�nes the fraction p′ ∈ [min{φ, π(φ)},max{φ, π(φ)}]

of high type agents for each triple (p,m(p), k(p)) s.t. p ∈ [min{φ, π(φ)},max{φ, π(φ)}]. The
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induced mapping from p ∈ [min{φ, π(φ)},max{φ, π(φ)}] to p′ ∈ [min{φ, π(φ)},max{φ, π(φ)}]

de�ned by the right-hand side of (11) is continuous. So by Brower's Fixed Point Theorem

there exists a �xed point p∗ ∈ [min{φ, π(φ)},max{φ, π(φ)}] s.t. (p∗,m(p∗), k(p∗)) satis�es

equation (11). If φ = 1
2
, then p∗ = 1

2
. Otherwise, p∗ belongs to (min{φ, π(φ)},max{φ, π(φ)})

because, as we have established, m(p)k(p) ∈ (0, 1) for any p ∈ [min{φ, π(φ)},max{φ, π(φ)}].

Since (p∗,m(p∗), k(p∗)) satis�es (6), (10) and (11), by Lemma 1 we have a steady-state equi-

librium in which the agents use the strategy pro�le σCD(m(p∗), k(p∗)) and the steady-state

fraction of high types is p∗.

Together with condition δ > max{νLH , νHL}, (17) and (18) in Proposition 2 are suf-

�cient but not necessary for the existence of a steady state equilibrium with informative

talk and no divorce. Inspecting the proof of the Proposition, the necessary conditions are

obtained by replacing max{φ, π(φ)} with min{φ, π(φ)} in (17) and replacing min{φ, π(φ)}

with max{φ, π(φ)} in (18). For φ = 1
2
, we have max{φ, π(φ)} = min{φ, π(φ)} = 1

2
, and thus

(17) and (18) together with δ > max{νLH , νHL} are both necessary and su�cient.

To provide an example where the su�cient conditions of Proposition 2 are satis�ed,

suppose that φ = 1
2
and (1) holds i.e., νTL = νTH = νT for T = H,L, with νH > νL > 0. It

is straightforward to verify that there is an open interval of values of β in [0, 1] such that

1− 2(1− β)

β
<
νL
νH

<
1

2− β
− 1− β

β
.

Then for any β on this interval, both (17) and (18) hold strictly with δ = νH . Then, all

conditions in Proposition 2 are satis�ed when we take δ satisfying

νH < δ <
β

1− β

(
1

2− β
νH − νL

)
.

More generally, condition (17) is the counterpart of condition (3) for T = H in the

situation with no communication and no divorce. Indeed, for φ ≥ 1
2
, we have max{φ, π(φ)} =

φ, so the two conditions are identical. As in Proposition 1, condition (17) ensures that when

m = 1 so that cheap talk is uninformative, type H is unwilling to divorce type L after

marriage, as babbling reduces type H's future prospect of meeting another type H from the

market. On the other hand, condition (18) ensures that when m = 0 so that cheap talk

is perfectly informative, type H strictly prefers to divorce type L if the latter deviates and
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sends the high message, as type H's future prospect of meeting another type H outweighs

the cost of divorce. The steady state equilibrium with informative talk and babbling does

not exist when k = 0, as this would imply that type L strictly prefers the low message given

that δ > νLH .

Finally, the two equilibrium conditions (17) and (18) involve only type H's incentives to

randomize between keeping and divorcing a type L-partner after the �rst period of marriage.

For �xed values of δ and νLH such that δ > νLH , strong supermodularity in match values

satisfying (2) or strong submodularity satisfying the reverse of (2) will make it harder to

satisfy both (17) and (18). The reason for the absence of conditions on type L's match

values is that type L's equilibrium condition to mix between the high message and the low

message can always be satis�ed for some probability k of type H keeping the low type, as

show in Proposition 2. Broadly speaking, type L and type H play di�erent roles in the

construction of the equilibrium.

Concluding this section, we note that our results do not establish the uniqueness of

the steady state equilibrium with informative talk and divorce. There may be multiple

triples (p,m, k) for which the equilibrium conditions in Lemma 1 hold, even though for �xed

(m, k) ∈ (0, 1)2 there is a unique value of p that satis�es equation (11). The reason is that

the values of m and k, which make type H indi�erent between keeping and divorcing a

type L and make type L indi�erent between the high and the low messages, depend on p.

Therefore, the mapping from a given fraction p of type H to a new fraction p′ through the

two indi�erence conditions (6) and (10) and equation (11) may have multiple �xed points,

all of which constitute the steady-state equilibria.7

3.3 Welfare comparison

We have constructed two steady state equilibria, one with babbling and no divorce and one

with informative talk and divorce. Note that condition (17) in Proposition 2 implies condition

7It is easy to check that the indi�erence condition (6) of type H de�nes an increasing mapping from p

to m, while the indi�erence condition (10) of type L de�nes a decreasing mapping from p to k. Therefore,

even though the solution of (11) for p is monotone in mk, there can be multiple �xed points in the mapping

from p to p′ through the indi�erence conditions (6) and (10).
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(3) for T = H the existence of an equilibrium with babbling and no divorce. Therefore, under

increasing di�erences (Assumption 2) or under common match values satisfying equation

(1), when the su�cient conditions of Proposition 2 hold, both a steady state equilibrium

with babbling and no divorce and a steady state equilibrium with informative talk and

divorce. In the former steady state equilibrium, the marriage decision is not selective. In

contrast, in the latter steady state equilibrium, type H rejects the fraction of type L agents

who choose the low message so the former's marriage decision is selective, and the cheap

talk communication is imperfect, as the remaining fraction of type L agents send the high

message and marry type H agents. But type H ends up divorcing a fraction of type L in

these heterogeneous marriages. Thus, costly divorce impacts both type H and type L in this

steady state equilibrium.

The following result provides a welfare comparison between the two equilibria.

Proposition 3 When both the steady state equilibria with babbling and no divorce and a

steady state equilibrium with informative talk and divorce exist, then the expected payo�s of

the two types are ranked as follows: UL > IL and UH ≤ IH , with the latter inequality holding

strictly when (3) is strict inequality for T = H.

Proof. By equation (9), The payo� of type L sending the low message in the equilibrium

with informative communication and divorce satis�es

IL =
1− p

(1− pβ)(1− β)
νLL <

1

1− β
νLL.

Since νLL < νLH by Assumption (1) and UL satis�es (2), we have IL < UL.

Next, in the steady state equilibrium with babbling and no divorce type H weakly prefers

to keep a type L partner, and so her expected payo� UH satis�es:

βUH − δ ≤
β

1− β
νHL. (20)

In contrast, in a steady state equilibrium with informative talk and divorce type H is indif-

ferent between keeping and divorcing type L, so equation (5) holds. Thus, UH ≤ IH , with

strict inequality when inequality (20) holds strictly. In turn, simple calculation con�rms that

(20) holds strictly whenever whenever inequality (3) is strict for T = H.
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In any steady state equilibrium with informative communication and divorce, the divorce

cost is higher than the one-period match value from a temporary heterogeneous marriage

for both types H and L (Lemma 1). However, the fact that it is type H who weakly prefers

to divorce type L implies that type H is better o� in such steady state equilibrium than

in the steady state equilibrium with babbling and no divorce. At the same time, type L is

on average worse o� in the equilibrium with communication and divorce, even though this

type L sometimes has a permament marriage with type H. This is so because for the cheap

talk to be informative, type L has to be indi�erent between masquerading as type H and

self-identifying as type L, but in the latter case type L loses one-period payo� after being

rejected by type H.

4 Further Analysis

4.1 Other steady states

Besides the two steady-state equilibria analyzed above, there may be other ones, but they

are arguably less interesting. Providing a complete characterization of all equilibria for all

parameter values is quite cumbersome, so instead we describe a class of them in which:

(i) type L keeps type L partner with probability one on and o� the equilibrium path; (ii)

an agent can communicate with her meeting parners by sending a message from a binary

message set that consists of a low and high messages. This class of steady state equilibria

includes both equilibria analyzed above and can be represented by the probability m that

type L sends the high message and probability k that type H keeps a type L partner. The

steady state with babbling and no divorce in Proposition 1 corresponds to m = 1 and k = 1.

The steady state with informative communication and divorce in Proposition 2 corresponds

to m ∈ (0, 1) and k ∈ (0, 1).

When cheap talk communication is uninformative (m = 1), the accept-reject decision

for marriage is trivial: all partners are accepted. Besides the equilibrium with no divorce

as in Proposition 1, there is another steady state equilibrium with m = 1 in which type H

divorces type L with a positive probability k > 0, while all homogenous marriages remain
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permanent. If k = 0, then heterogeneous marriages do not survive at all. This requires the

cost of divorce to be low enough for type H to divorce type L and for type L not to deviate

to low message and avoid getting married to type H, but high enough for type L to keep

type L. Precisely, the su�cient conditions for the existence of such equilibrium is:

π(φ)β(νLH − νLL) ≤ δ ≤ max{π(φ)
β

1− β
(νHH − νHL), νLH}.

If k ∈ (0, 1), then type H must be indi�erent between keeping and divorcing type L. The

necessary and su�cient conditions for such an equilibrium are

min{φ, π(φ)} β

1− β
(νHH − νHL) < δ < max{max{φ, π(φ)} β

1− β
(νHH − νHL), νLH}.

The above condition requires that φ 6= 1
2
.

When cheap talk communication is perfectly informative, i.e., m = 0, the accept-reject

marriage decision on the equilibrium path is also trivial. In one equilibrium type H accepts

only agents who send the high message, and type L sends the low message and is accepted

only by those who send the low message. On the equilibrium path, there is no divorce

because there are no heterogenous marriages.

Su�cient conditions for this equilibirium are:

max{νHL, δ} ≤ (νHH − νHL)
min{φ, π(φ)}β

1− β

δ > max{νHL, νLH}

In the other equilibrium with m = 0, all types always accept marriage and all marraiges

are permanent, as in our equilibrium with babbling and no divorce. The conditions for this

equilibrium are more stringent than in our �rst equilibrium with babbling and no divorce,

and therefore studying it is redundant.

4.2 Non-stationary equilibria

In out steady state analysis, we have established the existence of an equilibrium in which

with a positive probability type L sends a high message and type H keeps type L partner in

a permanent marriage. This equilibrium requires that the initial fraction of type H in the
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population happens to be the steady state one. However, it is also interesting to consider

what happens if the initial type distribution in the population is di�erent from the steady

state distribution.

To explore this issue, let us denote time period by t = 1, 2, . . .. In Proposition 1, we have

shown that under condition (3), there is a steady state equilibrium with babbling and no

divorce when the fraction of type H in the population is φ. Now, suppose that the fraction

of types H in the population in the �rst period is p(1) 6= φ. We claim that under the same

conditions (3), it is an equilibrium for both types to send the same message in period 1

(i.e. m(1) = 1), and for type H to keep type L partner with probability 1, followed by the

stationary equilibrium with babbling and no divorce s..t. p(t) = φ, m(t) = 1 and k(t) = 1

for all t ≥ 2. To establish this claim, note that the transition equation for the fraction of

type H is obtained by adding the appropriate time indices to the equation (11), i.e. :

p(t+ 1) = p2(t)φ+ (1− p(t))2φ+ p(t)(1− p(t))(1 + (2φ− 1)m(t)k(t)). (21)

Equation (21) implies that p(t + 1) = φ for any p(t) if m(t) = k(t) = 1. Given that the

continuation equilibrium from period t = 2 is the steady state equilibrium with babbling

and no divorce, condition (3) then implies that it is optimal for both types to send an

uninformative message in period 1, and it is optimal for type H to keep the marriage with

type L after the �rst period (k(1) = 1). Thus, we have a non-stationary equilibrium with

babbling and no divorce, in which the equilibrium fraction of the high type jumps to φ in

the second period regardless of the initial fraction of H types , p(1).

Next, we consider the non-stationary counterpart of the equilibrium with informative

talk and divorce which we have constructed in section 3.2. For a collection of sequences

{p(t),m(t), k(t), IH(t), IL(t)}∞t=1 to be an equilibrium for a given p(1), it is necessary that

they satisfy the transition equation for (21), as well as the counterparts of the equilibrium

conditions in Lemma 1. Speci�cally, period t equilibrium of type H satis�es:

IH(t) =
p(t)

1− β
νHH + (1− p(t)) (m(t)(νHL − δ + βIH(t+ 1)) + (1−m(t))βIH(t+ 1)) .

(22)
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The indi�erence of type H between keeping and divorcing a type L partner requires:

βIH(t+ 1)− δ =
β

1− β
νHL for all t ≥ 1. (23)

Type L's payo� from sending the high message satis�es:

IL(t) = p(t)

(
k(t)

1− β
νLH + (1− k(t))(νLH − δ + βIL(t+ 1))

)
+

1− p(t)
1− β

νLL; (24)

Finally, type L's payo� from sending the low message satis�es:

IL(t) = p(t)βIL(t+ 1) +
1− p(t)
1− β

νLL. (25)

Let {p,m, k, IH , IL} be a steady state equilibrium with informative talk and divorce

constructed in Section 3.2. Suppose that for the exogenous starting fraction p(1) of type H,

there is an m(1) ∈ [0, 1] satisfying the following version of the transition of the fraction of

the high type:

p = p2(1)φ+ (1− p(1))2φ+ p(1)(1− p(1))(1 + (2φ− 1)m(1)k). (26)

By construction, equation (26) holds if p(1) = p and m(1) = m, so by continuity there is an

m(1) in the neighborhood of m such that the above transition equation holds for p(1) in a

su�ciently small neighborhood of p.8 So, we claim that there is a neighborhood of p such

that if the initial fraction p(1) of type H in the �rst period belongs to this neighborhood,

then there is an equilibrium in which the fraction of the high type jumps to p in the second

period, and the continuation equilibrium starting in the second period is stationary and

characterized by {p,m, k, IH , IL} in every period.

To establish the claim, note that type H's indi�erence condition (23) is satis�ed if and

only if IH(t+ 1) = IH for all t ≥ 1 and recall that that IH is given by (4) and is independent

of p. Next, by (24) and (25) type L is indi�erent between the high and the low messages if

and only if

βk(t)IL(t+ 1) =
k(t)

1− β
νLH + (1− k(t))(νLH − δ).

8Note that in this neighborhood, for (26) to hold a higher p(1) requires a higher m(1) and a lower p(1)

requires a lower m, regardless of whether φ > 1
2 or φ < 1

2 .
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The last equality is independent of p(t) and holds if k(t) = k and IL(t + 1) = IL for all t.

Since m(1) a�ects only one equilibrium payo�s, IH(1) (via equation (22) and IH(1) does not

need to satisfy the indi�erence condition (23), we can use m(1) as a free variable and choose

it to satisfy the transition equation (26) so that p(2) = p for any initial p(1). The rest of the

argument follows immediately from Lemma 1.

One key observation is that the equilibrium payo�s IH(1) and IL(1) are not bound by the

indi�erence conditions in a non-stationary equilibrium, which allows to treat the probability

m(1) of the type L sending the high message in the �rst period as a �free� variable. In

contrast, the equilibrium payo�s IH(t) and IL(t) for any t ≥ 2 are pinned down by the

respective type's indi�erence condition between keeping and divorcing a low-type marriage

partner for the type H and between sending a high an low messages for type L.

This discussion implies that to construct an equilibrium in which the fraction of the high

type that takes longer to move to the steady state we need to ensure that the indi�erence

conditions holds i.e., (22) and (23) are satis�ed by IH(t) and IH(t+ 1) and (24) and (25) are

satis�ed by IL(t) and IL(t+ 1) for all t ∈ {2, ..., t̄}, for some t̄ > 2.

4.3 Marriage mechanisms

Cheap talk communication between the agents who have met on the market does not have any

binding power over their accept-reject marriage decisions. So in the steady state equilibrium

with informative talk and divorce of Proposition 2, type L sending message H and thus

claiming to be type H still accepts anyone who has sent the low message and thus identi�ed

themselves as type L, because type L is better o� marrying another type L. This lack

of commitment power naturally raises the question whether mechanisms with commitment

can improve steady state welfare. In this section, we consider mechanisms with limited

commitment power: the designer can only solicit type reports from two agents who have

just met in the market, and make the joint marriage decision for them according to a plan

that she has commited to. The designer can not alter the random matching technology, has

no control over keep-divorce decision after the �rst period of the marriage, or condition her

mechanism on the agents' prior history.

Our �rst step is to construct a marriage mechanism that induces an incentive compatible
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steady state equilibrium replicating the outcome characterized in Proposition 2. By the Rev-

elation Principle, the designer can restrict consideration to direct mechanisms with message

space consisting of two messages: message H (I am a high type), and message L (I am a

low type). To specify the rules of the mechanism, let αTT
′
be the probability of marriage

if the two messages are T, T ′ = {H,L}. The mechanism induces the same outcome as in

the steady state equilibrium with informative cheap talk and divorce, in which the low type

sends a high message with probability m and type H keeps the marriage with type L, when

αHH = αLL = 1, and αHL = m. In the corresponding equilibrium of the mechanism each

type sends a truthful message, and type H divorces type L after the �rst period of marriage

with probability 1− k.

We now show that, by adjusting αHL appropriately without changing the marriage prob-

abilities αHH and αLL, the designer can indu in which type H gets the same payo� while type

L gets a higher payo� than in the steady state equilibrium of Proposition 2 characterized by

a triple (p,m, k) and payo�s IH , IL.

We will �rst construct the new steady state with mechanism designer and the payo�sWH

and WL of types H and L, respectively, and then show that it is incentive compatible. In

this steady state, type H remains indi�erent between keeping and divorcing type L partner,

and so the following counterpart of equation (5) holds:

βWH − δ =
β

1− β
νHL.

This equation pins down the expected payo� WH of the high type at the same level as in the

equilibrium with cheap talk and divorce, regardless of the other properties of the equilibrium.

Given that type H is indi�erent between keeping and divorcing type L partner, she obtains

payo� WH by sending message H and divorcing a low-type partner. Thus,

WH =
p

1− β
νHH + (1− p)

(
αHL(νHL − δ) + βWH

)
. (27)

Equation (27) is identical to equation (4) with αHL in place ofm. It follows that the mapping

from p to αHL that keeps type H indi�erent between keeping and divorcing type L is the

same as the mapping from p to m in the equilibrium in Proposition 2.
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The expected payo� WL of type L from sending message L is:

WL = p

(
αHL

(
κHL

1− β
νLH + (1− κHL)(νLH − δ + βWL)

)
+ (1− αHL)βWL

)
+ (1− p) νLL

1− β
,

(28)

where κHL is the probability that type H keeps type L partner after the �rst period in the

mechanism's steady state equilibrium.

Now recall that in the steady equilibrium with informative talk and divorce the mapping

K(p) from p to k is determined by type L's indi�erence between the two cheap talk messages

according to equations (8) and (9). So, for given p, equilibrium k satis�es:

k

1− β
νLH + (1− k)(νLH − δ + βIL) = βIL, (29)

Let us show that, with a mechanism, there exists a steady state equilibrium in which

κHL = k + η for a small positive η. Combining (8) and (28) yields:

(WL − IL)(1− p(1− αHLk)β) = pαHL
(
νLH

1− β
− (νLH − δ + βWL)

)
η.

Since νLH ≤ δ and βIL < νLL/(1 − β) < νLH/(1 − β), for su�ciently small η, the above

implies that WL > IL, regardless of the values of α
HL and p.

The �nal equilibrium condition with mechanism is the counterpart of (11) and determines

the steady state fraction of H types as a �xed point:

p = p2 + (1− p)2 + p(1− p)
(
1 + (2φ− 1)αHLκHL

)
. (30)

Since in the equilibrium of the mechanism αHL = M(p), and κHL = k + η, its steady state

involves a di�erent value of p than in the equilibrium with informative cheap talk and divorce.

More signi�cantly, we have shown that for small η, WH = IH and WL > IL.

Finally, let us check the incentive compatibility of the mechanism. First, since by con-

struction typeH is indi�erent between keeping and rejecting a type L partner, randomization

by type H in divorcing type L is incentive compatible. Second, let us show that both types

is willing to submit a truthful report to the mechanism. The expected payo� of type H who

sends message L is

p

(
αHL

νHH
1− β

+ (1− αHL)βWH

)
+ (1− p) (νHL − δ + βWH) . (31)
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Since βWH < νHH/(1 − β) and νHL ≤ δ, the value of (31) is strictly less than WH in (27)

for any values of αHL and p. Incentive compatibility for type L requires WL in (28) in to be

greater than L's expected payo� from sending message H given by

p

(
κHL

1− β
νLH + (1− κHL)(νLH − δ + βWL)

)
+ (1− p)

(
αHL

νLL
1− β

+ (1− αHL)βWL

)
.

(32)

At η = 0, (32) is strictly less than IL in (28) because βIL < νLL/(1 − β) and (29) holds.

Therefore, for su�ciently small η the incentive compatibility constraint of type L is satis�ed.

5 Extensions

5.1 Horizontal di�erentiation

When agents are horizontally di�erentiated, there is no common ranking by agents on one

side of the market of di�erent types on the other side. Retaining the assumption of two

discrete types and the notation of type H and type L, under horizontal di�erentiation we

have assumption (1) holding for T = H, but the reverse holds for T = L. Thus, a cross-type

marriage is less desirable than a same-type marriage for both types of agents.

For the steady state equilibrium with babbling and no divorce constructed in Proposition

1, the change to horizontal di�erentiation from vertical di�erentiation simply means that,

for the low type as well as for the high type, the divorce cost is required to be high enough to

deter divorcing a high-type marriage partner instead of another low type marriage partner.

To the extent that this equilibrium requirement is symmetric with respect to type and that

the requirement for the high type is unchanged, horizontal di�erentiation does not make it

more or less likely to have a steady state equilibrium with babbling and no divorce compared

to vertical di�erentiation.

In contrast, the construction of the steady state equilibrium with informative talk and

divorce given in Proposition 2 is asymmetric with respect to type. Indeed, the conditions (17)

and (18) given in the proposition are both regarding the match values of the high type. Since

horizontal di�erentiation does not change the ranking of the match values for the high type

under vertical di�erentiation � in both cases we have νHH > νHL � the same two conditions
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are also su�cient for the low type to mix between the two messages in a way to make the high

type indi�erent between keeping and divorcing a low-type partner after the �rst period of

the marriage. However, while the proof of Proposition 2 makes it clear that the indi�erence

condition for the low type between the high message and the low message can always be

satis�ed under vertical di�erentiation, additional conditions are needed when the ranking of

the low type's match values is reversed to νLH < νLL under horizontal di�erentiation. In

particular, it is straightforward to show that if νLH is su�ciently smaller than νLL, at the

steady state equilibrium with informative talk and divorce given by Proposition 2, the low

type would strictly prefer the low message to the high message, regardless of the probability

k that the high type keeps the low type after the �rst period of the marriage.9 Thus, �too

much� horizontal di�erentiation makes it impossible to construct a steady state equilibrium

with informative talk and divorce.

5.2 Idiosyncratic shocks

We have assumed that the match values to two agents that have met in the market are

pinned down by their private match types. A more realistic assumption is that match values

are subject to residual shocks given their private match types. In a similar spirit as Harsanyi

(1973), these shocks may be used to �purify� the mixed messaging decision by the low type

and the mixed keep-divorce decision by the high type in the steady state with informative

talk and divorce.

First, imagine that, upon meeting each other in the market and before making the mes-

saging decision, two agents each independently experiences a meeting-speci�c shock that

a�ects the match value the agent receives in the �rst period of the resulting marriage. Such

shock is temporary because it has no e�ect on the match value each of the two agents receives

should they remain in a permanent marriage after the �rst period. Suppose further that the

shock is independent of the types of the two agents. To be concrete, suppose that the match

value in the �rst period of marriage is given by νTT ′ + λ1σ1 to each agent, whose type is T

and whose partner's type is T ′, with T, T ′ = H,L, where σ1 is a real random variable with a

9More precisely, type L strictly prefers the low message if δ > νLH and νLL(1 − p)β > νLH(1 − pβ) for

p = min{φ, π(φ)}.
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continuous density over [−1, 1] and λ1 > 0 is a scaling factor. Since the shock is temporary,

so long as λ1 is small enough to leave the participation in the market una�ected, the steady

state equilibrium with babbling and no divorce constructed in Proposition 1 stays the same.

For the steady state equilibrium with informative talk and divorce in Proposition 2, since

a high-type agent strictly prefers the high message to the low message if λ1 is su�ciently

small, only the low type's messaging decision will be a�ected. Given that in equilibrium the

total probability of marrying a random meeting partner is greater after the high message

than after the low message for low type, a positive realization of σ1 makes the high message

a strictly optimal choice, while at the same time a negative shock makes the low message

strictly optimal.

Next, for the high type's mixed keep-divorce decision, consider match-speci�c shocks

realized after the �rst period of marriage that a�ect each agent's permanent match value

with the partner, independent of the types of the two agents in the marriage. Suppose that,

if two married agents of any two types T, T ′ = H,L decide to keep each other after the

�rst period of their marriage, the permanent match value per period to the agent of type T

is given by νTT ′ + λ2σ2, where σ2 is a real random variable with a continuous density over

[−1, 1] and λ2 > 0 is a scaling factor. If condition (3) holds strictly for both types, then for

su�ciently small λ2, the steady state equilibrium with babbling and no divorce constructed

in Proposition 1 is una�ected. For the steady state equilibrium with informative talk and

divorce in Proposition 2, since all agents strictly prefer to keep a high-type partner in a

permanent marriage and a low-type agent strictly prefers to keep a low-type partner, if λ2

is su�ciently small, only the high type's keep-divorce decision regarding a low-type partner

will be a�ected. Therefore, at the original steady state equilibrium with informative talk

and divorce, a positive shock increases the high-type's payo� in a permanent marriage to

the low type and makes it strictly optimal to keep the marriage, while a negative realized

shock makes it strictly optimal to end the marriage.

If we have both the temporary meeting-speci�c shock and the permanent match-speci�c

shock, we can follow a similar analysis to Proposition 2 to construct a steady state equi-

librium with informative talk and divorce, where the messaging decision by the low type is

conditioned on the realized meeting-speci�c shock and the mixed keep-divorce decision by
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the high type is conditioned on the realized match-speci�c shock. There is no randomization

in either decision. Furthermore, for �xed positive but su�ciently small values of λ1 and

λ2, each decision in equilibrium is represented by a threshold rule, such that the low type

chooses the high message if the realized σ1 is above some threshold s1, and similarly the

high type keeps the low type partner if the realized σ2 is above the corresponding threshold

s2. The two thresholds s1 and s2 are the counterparts of the probability m of the low type

choosing the high message and the probability k of the high type keeping a low-type partner,

and have similar comparative statics interpretations.

5.3 Continuous types

The model is otherwise the same as the basic model except that there is a continuum of

agents' types and that the match value an agent can get from marriage only depends on the

spouse's type. The main reason to adopt the match payo� function of Burdett and Coles

(1997) is for simpli�cation of the analysis. As in Shimer and Smith (2000), the presence

of search frictions means that permanent marriages will be characterized by a matching

correspondence that maps each type to a set of mutually acceptable types. Having pre-

marriage cheap talk communication generally will not eliminate search frictions, and can

further complicate the analysis.10 The simple payo� structure makes the analysis more

tractable. In particular, permanent marriages have a �class� structure that makes it easier

to compare this equilibrium with the one in the basic model, where the keep-divorce decision

is the same among agents of the same type and jumps discontinuously cross types.

The purpose of this subsection is to show that our main results in the two-type model are

robust to continuous types. In particular, we provide su�cient conditions on the primitives of

the model for the coexistence of a steady-state equilibrium with informative talk and divorce

and a babbling equilibrium with no divorce. Denote the exogenous replacement distribution

10Strategic communication with a continuum of types between two potential marriage partners shares

similar characteristics as the strategic information aggregation problem (Li, Rosen and Suen, 2000), as the

marriage decision is a binary joint decision, there are no transfers, and payo�s are interdependent. The

di�erence is that the analysis here must incorporate the future prospects of potential marriage partners from

the market.
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as Φ over some interval of types [ζ, 1], with ζ ∈ [0, 1).11 For a �xed steady-state equilibrium,

let P (x) be the endogenous steady state fraction of agents whose type is weakly below x in

the market.

Consider a steady state equilibrium with babbling in which everyone accepts the �rst

marriage and chooses to keep everyone as in Proposition 1. Since all agents exit after one

period, the steady state condition then implies P (x) = Φ(x) for all x ∈ [ζ, 1]. The equilibrium

payo� is the same for all types because the match value does not depend on the agent's own

type and all the agents have the same acceptance decision as well as the divorce decision.

Denoting the payo� as U , we have

U =

∫ 1

ζ

xdΦ(x)

1− β
. (33)

Since the match value increases in the spouse's type, a babbling equilibrium with no divorce

exists if and only if agents are willing to keep a type-ζ partner, that is, if and only if

βU − δ ≤ β

1− β
ζ.

We write the necessary and su�cient condition for a babbling equilibrium with no divorce

as
1− β
β

δ ≥ µ− ζ, (34)

where µ is the unconditional mean of Φ. Condition (34) is the continuous-type version of

condition (3) in the basic model. In particular, the incentive to keep a type-ζ agent is

stronger when divorce is more costly, when the search friction is larger or when the expected

upside of going back to the marriage market is smaller because µ is small.

Now consider a steady state equilibrium with informative cheap talk and divorce that

mimics the one in Proposition 2. Although informative cheap talk can generally involve

many messages, we restrict to just two messages: the equilibrium involves a threshold type

s ∈ (ζ, 1) such that types above s send the high message and those below send the low

message. Furthermore, to mimic the equilibrium in Proposition 2 in which the low message

identi�es the sender as the low type while the high message allows a low-type sender to pass

11We keep ζ as a free parameter instead of setting it to 0. This helps us �nd parameter ranges for the

coexistence of an equilibrium with informative talk and divorce and a babbling equilibrium with no divorce.
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himself or herself as the high type, we construct an equilibrium where there is a threshold

type r ∈ (s, 1) such that types above r accept only senders of the high message, while types

below r accept senders of both messages. Types above r correspond to the high type in the

main model, and those below correspond to the low type. Unlike in the main model where

the low type randomizes between telling the truth and telling a lie, with a continuum of

types messages are partially revealing and there is no randomization.

Given the matching correspondence in �rst marriages determined by the equilibrium

cuto�s s and r, the permanent marriages are generally characterized by a class structure as

in Burdett and Coles (1997). For our purpose, we consider a class structure with two classes,

where there is a cuto� type c ∈ (r, 1) such that types above c keep only types at least as

high as c, and types below c keep all types but are rejected by type c and above.12 Instead

of mixing between keeping and divorcing their low-type partners in the �rst marriage in the

main model, with continuous types those above r that have sent the high message and have

been selective in their �rst marriages are subdivided into two groups, with types in the �rst

class (above c) divorcing their partners in the second class (below c).

All types above c (the �rst class) have the same equilibrium payo� I1, given by

I1 =

∫ 1

c

xdP (x)

1− β
+

∫ c

s

(x− δ)dP (x) + βP (c)I1. (35)

The above expression follows because all types above c send the high message, accept only

types above s that in equilibrium send the high message, and keep only those whose realized

types are above c. The de�nition of c as the lowest type in the �rst class leads to the

indi�erence condition of types above c between keeping type c and divorcing type c:

βc

1− β
= −δ + βI1. (36)

All types below c (the second class) also have the same equilibrium payo� I2, even though

they send di�erent cheap talk messages and make di�erence accept-reject decisions in the

12Formally, a class structure in permanent marriages is de�ned by a right-continuous step function g(x)

for all x ∈ [ζ, 1] that represents the lowest type kept by type x. With the restriction to two messages in

informative cheap talk prior to �rst marriages, in any steady state equilibrium there are at least two classes,

and type s and type r belong to the same class, that is, g(1) > r and g(r) < s. The proof of this result is

available upon request.
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�rst marriage. Those below s send the low message, and marry any type below r with no

divorce, implying

I2 =

∫ r

ζ

xdP (x)

1− β
+ β(1− P (r))I2. (37)

Types between s and r send the high message, marry all types they meet, and are divorced

by types above c, implying

I2 =

∫ c

ζ

xdP (x)

1− β
+

∫ 1

c

(x− δ)dP (x) + β(1− P (c))I2. (38)

Finally, types between r and c send the high message, marry only types above s, and are

divorced by types above c, implying

I2 =

∫ c

s

xdP (x)

1− β
+

∫ 1

c

(x− δ)dP (x) + β(P (s) + (1− P (c))I2. (39)

Equations (37) and (38) together imply indi�erence between the two messages by all types in

the second class, while equations (38) and (39) together imply indi�erence between accepting

and rejecting agents that have sent the low message conditional on having sent the high

message. Since we assume there are only two classes, we need all types below c are willing

to keep type ζ:
βζ

1− β
≥ −δ + βI2. (40)

Given the exogenous replacement distribution Φ(x) over [ζ, 1], the endogenous distribu-

tion P (x) satis�es:
dΦ(x)

dx

∫ 1

ζ

Q(y)dP (y) =
dP (x)

dx
Q(x), (41)

where Q(x) is the probability that type x forms a permanent marriage in equilibrium, given

by

Q(x) =



P (r) if x ∈ [ζ, s)

P (c) if x ∈ [s, r)

P (c)− P (s) if x ∈ [r, c)

1− P (c) if x ∈ [c, 1].

The following proposition establishes that the results in the main model extend to contin-

uous types: a two-message, two-class equilibrium can coexist with the babbling equilibrium

with no divorce. The proof of the proposition is relegated to the appendix. We �rst formally
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present the complete strategies for each interval of types [ζ, s), [s, r), [r, c) and [c, 1]. We

then show that conditions (35)-(41) are su�cient for a two-message, two-class equilibrium

if they are satis�ed by s, r, c, I1, I2 and P (·). The rest of the proof consists of identifying

parameter values to satisfy these conditions.

Proposition 4 There exist β, δ and Φ(·) such that a steady state equilibrium with two mes-

sages and two classes coexist with the babbling equilibrium with no divorce, and furthermore,

all types in the �rst class are better o� in the steady state with two messages and two classes,

and all types in the second class are worse o�.

We have included in Proposition 4 the welfare comparison by type between the steady

state equilibrium with two messages and two classes and the babbling equilibrium with no

divorce. Similar to Proposition 3, all types in the �rst class are better o� in the cheap-talk

equilibrium than in the babbling equilibrium, because they are indi�erent between keeping

and divorcing type c in the former equilibrium while they prefer to keep the low type ζ in

the latter equilibrium. In contrast, types in the second class are all worse o�. Their payo�

can be determined by sending the low message and getting accepted only by types below r

without no divorce, as types below s do. This is worse than the payo� they receive in the

babbling equilibrium with no divorce, as they miss out not only types above c who are in

the �rst class but also types on [r, c] who are in the second class.

The equilibrium class structure of permanent marriages in our model is di�erent from the

class structure of Burdett and Coles (1997), which does not have either informative cheap

talk or costly divorce. Despite being in the same class and having the same expected payo�,

types below s and types between r and c send di�erent messages and make exclusive accept-

reject decisions in the �rst marriage and thus never form permanent marriages with each

other. If cheap talk prior to the �rst marriage is uninformative, we would have the same kind

of class structure in permanent marriages as in Burdett and Coles (1997), so costly divorce

alone is not the reason for the di�erence. Without the divorce cost, however, cheap talk

would not be informative, so the di�erence in the equilibrium class structure from Burdett

and Coles (1997) is a result of the interaction between information cheap talk and costly

divorce. We leave the full characterization of how dating a�ects marriage and class to future
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research.
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6 Appendix: Proof of Proposition 4

The steady state equilibrium is as follows: types on [ζ, s) send the low message, accept both

messages regardless of their own message, and keep all realized types; types on [s, r) send the

high message, accept both messages regardless of their own message, and keep all realized

types; types on [r, c) send the high message, accept only the high message after sending the

high message and accept both messages after sending the low message, and keep all realized

types; types on [c, 1] send the high message, accept only the high message after sending the

high message and reject both messages after sending the low message, and keep only realized

types that are least as high as c.

Proposition 4 follows immediately from Lemmas 2, 3, 4 and 5 below.

Lemma 2 Given β, δ and Φ(·), a steady state equilibrium with two messages and two classes

exists if there are s, r, c, I1, I2 and P (·) with ζ < s < r < c < 1 such that (35)-(41) are
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satis�ed.

Proof. Consider �rst an agent with type between [c, 1]. We work backwards and consider

all three decisions.

(i) For the keep-divorce decision, equations (35) and (36) together imply that the agent will

keep types at least as high as c and divorce lower types.

(ii) For the accept-reject decision, if the agent has sent the high message, relative to rejecting

the high message, accepting it implies an additional payo� which is proportional to∫ c

s

(x− δ)dP (x) +

∫ 1

c

(
1

1− β
x− βI1

)
dP (x) = (1− β)I1 > 0,

where the equality follows from (35) and the inequality from (36). Thus the agent strictly

prefers to accept anyone who has sent the high message.

If the agent has sent the low message and later met someone who sent the high message,

accepting will lead to marriage if the meeting partner's type is between s and r. Relative

to rejecting, the additional payo� from accepting is proportional to
∫ r
s

(x− δ)dP (x). This is

strictly negative, because combining (37) and (38) we have∫ 1

c

(x− δ)dP (x) =

∫ c

r

(
βI2 −

x

1− β

)
dP (x) < 0,

where the inequality follows because combining (38) and (39) yields∫ s

ζ

(
βI2 −

x

1− β

)
dP (x) = 0. (42)

Thus the agent will reject the high message.

If the agent has sent either message and met someone who sent the low message, accepting

means marrying to someone with type below s for one period and then divorce. Relative to

rejecting, the additional payo� from accepting is proportional to
∫ s
ζ

(x − δ)dP (x). This is

strictly negative because we have just shown that
∫ r
s

(x− δ)dP (x) < 0. Thus the agent will

reject the low message.

(iii) For the high-low message decision, as shown in (ii), after sending the low message, the

agent will reject everyone and hence get the payo� of βI1. The payo� from sending the high

message is I1, which is strictly greater because I1 > 0 by (36). Thus the agent will send the

high message.
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Now consider an agent with type between [ζ, c). Again we work backwards and consider

all three decisions.

(i) For the keep-divorce decision, (40) implies that the agent is willing to keep all types.

(ii) For the accept-reject decision, if the agent has sent the high message and met someone

who sent the high message, relative to rejecting, accepting yields additional payo� propor-

tional to ∫ c

s

(
x

1− β
− βI2

)
dP (x) +

∫ 1

c

(x− δ)dP (x) = (1− β)I2 > 0,

where the equality follows from (39) and the inequality follows from (37). Thus the agent

will accept the high message after sending the high message.

If the agent has sent the low message and met someone who sent the high message,

relative to rejecting, accepting leads to an additional payo� proportional to∫ r

s

(
x

1− β
− βI2

)
dP (x),

which is strictly positive because of (42). Thus, the agent will accept the high message after

sending the low message.

If the agent met someone who sent the low message after sending either message, relative

to rejecting, accepting yields additional payo� proportional to∫ s

ζ

(
x

1− β
− βI2

)
dP (x) = 0,

where the equality follows from (42). Therefore, an agent with type between [ζ, r) will accept

the low message, and an agent with type between [r, c) will reject the low message.

(iii) For the high-low message decision, the agent is indi�erent by (37) and (38).

Lemma 3 There exist (β, δ,Φ(·)) and (s, r, c, I1, I2, P (·)) with ζ < s < r < c < 1 that satisfy

(35)-(41).

Proof. For convenience, denote as Ax2x1 the conditional average type on the interval [x1, x2] ⊆

[ζ, 1] under P (·). Eliminating I1 through (36) and I2 through (42), we can rewrite remaining
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independent su�cient conditions (35), (37), (38) and (40) as

(1− βP (c))

(
c

1− β
+
δ

β

)
+ (P (r)− P (s))(δ − Ars) = (1− P (c))

A1
c

1− β
(43)

(1− P (c))(δ − A1
c) = (P (c)− P (r))

Acr − Asζ
1− β

(44)(
1

β
− (1− P (r))

)
Asζ = P (s)Asζ + (P (r)− P (s))Ars (45)

Asζ
1− β

≤ βζ

1− β
+ δ, (46)

together with (41). Fix any δ, c, and (Asζ , A
r
s, A

c
r, A

1
c) such that

0 < Asζ < Ars < Acr < c < A1
c < δ < 1.

By solving for P (c), then P (s), and �nally P (r), we can further rewrite conditions (43), (44)

and (45) as

(1− P (c))

(
A1
c − c

(1− β)2
− δ − c

1− β
− (δ − A1

c)(δ − Acr)
Acr − Asζ

)
=
δ − Ars
β

Asζ
Ars − Asζ

+
c

1− β
+
δ

β

P (s) = P (c)− (1− P (c))(1− β)
δ − A1

c

Acr − Asζ
− 1− β

β

Asζ
Ars − Asζ

,

together with (45). It is straightforward to verify from the above two equations that when β

is su�ciently close to 1, we have P (c) < 1 and P (s) > 0. Then, condition (44) implies that

P (r) < P (c) because δ > A1
c , and condition (45) implies that P (s) < P (r). Thus, (43), (44)

and (45) are satis�ed by the solutions (P (s), P (r), P (c)) with 0 < P (s) < P (r) < P (c) < 1.

Since Asζ < δ, condition (46) is satis�ed if we choose ζ su�ciently close but strictly smaller

than Asζ . Finally, given ζ and c, for any s ∈ (Asζ , A
r
s) and r ∈ (Ars, A

c
r) we can choose

the density function dP (x)/dx conditional on each interval [ζ, s), [s, r), [r, c) and [c, 1] to

be consistent with Asζ , A
r
s, A

c
r, and A1

c respectively. The desired exogenous replacement

distribution Φ(·) can be then found by (41).

Lemma 4 There exist (β, δ,Φ(·)) and (s, r, c, I1, I2, P (·)) with ζ < s < r < c < 1 that satisfy

(35)-(41) and (34).

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 3, given the values of (Asζ , A
r
s, A

c
r, A

1
c) used in the proof,

we only need to show that when β is su�ciently close to 1, we can choose ζ to satisfy both

(36) and (34).
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By (41), the unconditional mean type µ under Φ(·) satis�es

µQ = P (r)P (s)Asζ +P (c)(P (r)−P (s))Ars + (P (c)−P (s))(P (c)−P (r))Acr + (1−P (c))2A1
c ,

(47)

where

Q = P (r)P (s) + P (c)(P (r)− P (s)) + (P (c)− P (s))(P (c)− P (r)) + (1− P (c))2.

It is straightforward to verify from conditions (43), (44) and (45) that P (s), P (r) and P (c)

all approach 1 as β goes to 1, and thus µ approaches Asζ . We have

lim
β→1

∂µ

∂β
= lim

β→1

(
∂P (r)

∂β
+
∂P (s)

∂β
− ∂Q

∂β

)
Asζ + lim

β→1

(
∂P (r)

∂β
− ∂P (s)

∂β

)
Ars

= lim
β→1

(
∂P (r)

∂β
− ∂P (s)

∂β

)
(Ars − Asζ)

=−
Asζ

Ars − Asζ
(Ars − Asζ)

=− Asζ ,

where the third equality comes from taking derivative with respect to β of both sides of

condition (45). It follows from L'Hopital's rule that

lim
β→1

βµ− Asζ
1− β

= 0.

Thus, when β is su�ciently close to 1, when we choose ζ to satisfy (36), condition (34) is

also satis�ed.

Lemma 5 Suppose that for some (β, δ,Φ(·)) there exist both a babbling equilibrium with pay-

o� U for all types and a two-message, two-class steady state equilibrium(s, r, c, I1, I2, P (·)).

Then, I1 > U > I2.

Proof. For types above c, conditions (36) and (34) together imply that I1 > U .

For types below c, from equation (37) we have

I2 =
1

1− β(1− P (r))

∫ r

ζ

xdP (x)

1− β
<

Arζ
1− β

.

Since

(P (r)− P (s))(Ars − Arζ) = P (s)(Arζ − Asζ),
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we have

P (c)(P (r)− P (s))Ars =P (c)(P (r)− P (s))(Ars − Arζ) + P (c)(P (r)− P (s))Arζ

>P (r)(P (r)− P (s))(Ars − Arζ) + P (c)(P (r)− P (s))Arζ

=P (r)P (s)(Arζ − Asζ) + P (c)(P (r)− P (s))Arζ .

By (47), the above implies

µQ > (P (r)P (s) + P (c)(P (r)− P (s)))Arζ + (P (c)− P (s))(P (c)− P (r))Acr + (1− P (c))2A1
c .

Thus µ > Arζ . Equation (33) implies that I2 < U .
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